
 

 

CPA NEWS : NOVEMBER 2015 
 
Save our Field 
 
A Hearing took place at Edinburgh City Council on 18 November  2015 on Miller Homes’ 
proposals to develop the field at the junction of East Suffolk Road and Crawfurd Road. Councillor 
Milligan voiced a pragmatic opinion at the Hearing on the future of the field. As a member of the 
Development sub-committee he had attended a site visit on a particularly dreich day in September. 
He was not impressed. The delapidated condition of the Pavilion, the unkempt grass and the 
uncared for appearance of the field persuaded him that Miller’s proposal to build ten dwelling 
houses with an adjacent public park could only be an improvement for the surrounding area. 
 
Allison Aspinall, CPA member and local resident, disagreed. In the space of five days she had 
posted a petition on the Care 2 website, advertised it on social media and had posted 
information on lamp posts in the conservation area, achieving over 404 supporters. The petition 
stated :  
 
“Crawfurd Road/East Suffolk Playing Field is a gem hidden away in the south of Edinburgh, a 
green space that gives a soothing sense of calm.  It is highly valued by the community who access it 
daily to walk, play or simply step back and enjoy the uninterrupted views to Arthur’s Seat.  It is 
quiet and restful, a wonderful place for flora and fauna and all of us to flourish! 
 
Developers wish to build on this space.  Their desire is controversial as it is contrary to the Local 
Plan and Proposed Development Plan where the field is clearly marked as ‘playing/open space’ .  
Further a 12 day planning enquiry throughly tested and rejected a previous proposal to build, 
nothing material has changed since then.  Building on this lovely area of open space will have a 
huge detrimental impact on the quality and historic character of the local environment, will destroy 
once and for all any future use of the open space as a playing field and will involve relocation of a 
historically significant pavilion from its rightful place.  It will also put an unrealistic strain on the 
existing local road which is already in a poor state.  All this and the development is not even needed 
for Edinburgh’s housing quota, the Local Development Plan states this has already been met 
elsewhere!”  
 
It was for the committee at the Hearing to decide between these opposing view points. The Head of 
Planning and Transportation presented his report advocating the advantages of the Miller proposals 
and then those with  objections to the proposal were invited to speak. The objectors included 
Grange and Prestonfield Community Council, the Craigmillar Park Association and  East Suffolk 
Park Proprietors’ Association. 
 
Tony Harris representing GPCC raised the tone of the debate by contributing an evidence -based 
critique. His most telling argument was that a report to the Planning Committee in June 2014 had 
stated,  “ there is no justification to remove the Open Space designation for the field.”  
Development of the playing field had twice been considered in law by Reporters at Public Inquiries 
in 1985 and 2001/2: the first into objections to the Edinburgh Central Local Plan, and the second 
into the City Council’s refusal of Miller’s previous planning application to develop the site for 
housing. The 1985 Reporter decided that the site ‘should remain as recreational open space ‘ . The 
2002 Reporter said , “ there is a well founded objection in principle to residential development on 
the playing field as the loss of this open area would detract from the character and appearance of 
those parts of the conservation  area” (Decision Letter 12 February 2002, para 218) and similarly 
(para 223) “I consider that the development of the playing field would damage the character and 
appearance of the conservation area and hence would adversely affect urban amenity”. And again in 



 

 

para 229: “the development of the playing field would cause a significant reduction in visual 
amenity”. 
 
Tony Harris concluded by proposing that the whole of the former playing field could have a great 
future if used for year-round junior sports and presented  a plan showing what might be possible 
indicating that Iqra Academy, Fields in Trust, the East of Scotland Cricket Association and officers 
responsible for school sports in the Education department had all shown interest in such a proposal. 
He reiterated that the application should not be granted planning consent, as it would entail the loss 
of designated Open Space, a green lung in an urban area with sustainable potential use for junior 
sports and as a local recreational amenity. 
 
Alan Dewar, speaking on behalf of Craigmillar Park Association  and Tim McKay on behalf of the 
residents of East Suffolk Park agreed with Tony Harris’ analysis adding that Miller’s neglect of the 
site following the liquidation of St Margaret’s school had diminished the amenity value calling into 
question the sustainability of their proposals for the proposed public park. No concrete plans had 
been presented for the development and management of the park, other than for the re-locating of 
the Pavilion which might not be able to be completed satisfactorily.  
 
Miller Homes were then invited to put their case for development. They were unable to answer 
many of the concerns of the objectors as their plans for the public park were currently under-
developed . 
 
The Hearing concluded with three statements from Ward Councillors. Steve Burgess supported 
concerns about the loss of green space , Jim Orr spoke about the future possibility of the community 
right to buy being extended to urban areas and Cameron Rose advocated compliance with the 
development plan commenting that residents were entitled to care about the history of the local 
area. 
 
Members of the Development Management Sub- Committee then deliberated on what they had 
heard. Having initially been minded to approve the proposal they found the arguments put forward 
by the objectors compelling. They regarded this as a difficult decision as they recognised they had 
no authority to decide on the ownership of the park.  However, in a majority vote the committee 
decided to refuse the application. 
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